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About This Game
Last Stanza is a slice of life, dramatic kinetic visual novel from developer Innocenceイノセンス!

Story
December, 2009. On a day in the last week of that month, I realized how slowly dripping tears had a shivering yet uneasy
feeling. The coming of winter turned the air thin and cold. The clouds blocked out the sunlight that normally reached the ground
making it seem as if the sun was absent.
Many days passed and life seemed to return to normal as if nothing had happened. To conceal my anger and confusion and
slowly regain control of my thoughts, I opened my heart up to friends old and new to try at any cost to find a new place for
myself.
But it is in peaceful moments such as these when even a single seemingly inconsequential action can set up a chain reaction like
the endless waves of a once calm ocean turned violent, bringing to the shores of my mind the emotions I had thought were long
locked away.

Key Features
Linear route, visual novel
A short but impactful story written in almost 70,000 words
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Story brought to life with 12 unique characters, beautiful backgrounds and a wonderful soundtrack.
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It is not so bad, but I can't recommend it.
The campaign mechanics is very interesting, you control a group of 6 pilots in Iceland during a Russian Invasion (Tom Clancy
Style), you can choose a pilot to control and you can change to other pilot at any moment, this is useful because there are
simultaneous missions, this can be overwhelming at first but is simple.
The campaign is huge apparently, I played more than 5 hours and I cant see the end of this, the campaign is in real time starting
a 8:30 hrs on day 1. and you can speed up the time 10x, I have played the equivalent to 16 hours in game time.
The graphics remembered me Ace Combat 3 Electrosphere. The gameplay is a little complicated in my opinion even after
reading the manual, the success rate of the guided missiles is low even against non-moving targets, is possible to control the
fighter with the mouse but I think this is too unconvenient in the dogfight, in addition you dont have ruddle control.
It works perfectly on windows 8.1 64x
In conclusion, a very interesting concept but not a very functional implementation.. Now you too can ineffectively gift-wrap
your very own waifu for the low, low price of ninety-nine cents.
Seriously though, best costume.. I bought this half on nostalgy of MOO and also because I had the chance to meet Chris at
Paradox and enjoy his game designs.
I could only devote a few hours of play here (and that's a shame, but looks like the way life is now regarding our passion for
games, we need ones with good concepts, easy handling, simple learning curve).
Well, I am pleasantly surprised. Sure, it's a slow begining (but like all 4X almost) and the graphical elements have much room
for improvement (but if I can tell from the screenies around, it's upcoming)... but the most interesting thing is the key concepts
in the game, that are a welcome change for once.
No need to worry like crazy about war and early aggression (although 'Si vis Pacem, Para Bellum' ) but better build a few
warships, and the interesting idea of the private enterprises in the military industrial complex doing that task for you (yes, I am
the kind who hates design every single part of spaceships). But the most curious, and quite interesting, is the media thing.
I have only play 200 turns right now, but I am keen on seeing a game where I may win (hoepfully) without behving like a space
version of the Scourge of God...
I tried the humans for start (I know, not original) and I like the faces of the other races...especially the frogs (hope they can win,
unless the Crispon hold a grunge against batracians)...
I'll keep on playing and, if i may, input some ideas and suggestions. There is a jewel here...

. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hJt0GKWOU8k

Has potential, but in its current state still very early alpha. keep an eye on it. Honestly, I'm writing this with an overwhelming
feeling of exasperation. I might come back to this review a year later and feel bad for writing this. I might not. It depends on
which direction Egosoft goes. Currently, that direction is steam ahead into a brick wall. And right now my wallet keeps
smacking me in the face for my haphazard investment.
Don't fool yourself with the number of hours I have. Most of those hours was having the game open while I'm on google on the
2nd screen, looking up why that bug\/that behaviour is happening. "But what are the bugs" you may ask. Well, I can point you to
the change logs and there you can see the insane number of fixes that happen once in a while. Some are new bugs, some are
VERY old bugs, some are regression bugs.
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Then there are things which are bugs but are classified as features. Such as
"Your sector is so zoomed out that all the stations are on top of each other, and your finger grows a six-pack from all the
scrolling you do to see them separately? Feature."
"You can't set up buy orders for stations unless the station needs it for production? We're smarter than you. Feature!"
"The traders have to fly to the center of your station plot before docking so freighters take ages to dock? Feature!"
"You want a ship to perform a certain task on repeat? You can't. Feature."
"Your mission requires you to scan a Xenon warship carrying spaceweed? That's a feature ma man"
"That freighter took the trip around the universe instead of going through that ONE gate? You guessed it: Feature"
If you enjoy the feeling of disarming a thermonuclear war head with a timer which has 50 wires all red, then this game is for
you. If not, then wait a bit. Don't be like me; do your research. Graphics are pretty, most of the other stuff is f***ed. They say
space is big and empty; that is true, and this game really drives that point home.. Awesome Characters for multiplayer, however
not many players <3
Matchmaking will take forever :(. I hate to "hate" on an otherwise good game, but it's such a HUGE part of WWII, that without
it, this is way off from being Grand Stratagy. The tech tree is good, battles are a little boring, but all in all, good. There is NO
supply chain though. There is for your forces on the ground (local level), but not in the big picture (country level). When
Germany needs more oil, it can just get it instantly from Mexico, or anyone else who will sell it to them. Like wise, the German
U-boats serve no real purpose (the Battle for the Atlantic doesn't exist) as you can't sink cargo ships and attack convoys as they
don't exist. There is no real point to having\/building\/researching any submarines as they pretty much ineffective in game. But
this single point is a show stopper for me.
Update to this from Battlegoat:
"While Supreme Ruler 1936 simulates the wide span of WWII, like other games of the genre we have strengths and weaknesses
to what we can simulate in high detail. Naval is currently not a "specialty" of SR1936, though we do have every intention of
continuing to improve this area.
-- George \/ BattleGoat."
From page 2 of the descusion from link:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/244410\/discussions\/0\/630802344410551969\/
UPDATE OCT 20, 2016
I realize this is way late and likely to not be read, but I wanted to write it anyway.
It seems there is some serious issues with balance and economy in the game. Unemployment goes down and never comes back.
(I know low unemployment is typicaly a good thing, but too low means you have no workforce to work if you build anything).
I played a game as Brazil and after taking over most all of S. America by 1947, my UnEmpl. is 2.1% and never recovering
despite growing in pop by over a million a day due to to immagration.
Details on this here: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/244410\/discussions\/0\/333656722971687056\/. really bad game
dosent run for windows 10 wase of money. Nice little indie tactical indie RPG with a compelling story and interesting
mechanics. Got the 3 games in one bundle on a Steam sale. Definitely worth the money. I'm a big fan of Battle Brothers and this
game is a nice alternative to BB, but with a story line.. so i've just spent 2 and a half hours on this game and i have to say it is a
sold game very enjoyable at that the biggest problems i've seen are due to a bad pc port but i don't think these issues affect the
gameplay that much.
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Beautifully drawn rpg with a really good take on the silent protag, as well as some subtly but still possibly foreseeable plot twists.
The way an rpg should be, with enemies having weaknesses, and being able to vary what your characters focus on, whether as a
support, or a main attacker. > 100% achievement: easy
fun gameplay with a couple sidequests.. Game is ok for the dirt cars (not realistic at all, but it's an arcade). The game won't
recognize my wheel and using the controller on anything but the dirt cars is impossible. Wish I would have tried the upper class
cars before my measly 2 hours ran out so I could get a refund. Horrible game.. This is an excellent engineering game by
Zachtronics, continuing the legacy left by SpaceChem. Zach has gone on to make several more games with this style of
gameplay, check them out too!. Beaker pack has to be one of the most chaotic pack, since it includes a character that is non to
semi-aggressive and one that is full-out aggressive!
Sweet breaker is a character whose base stats are 0. However, her 6HP helps her survive even the toughest attacks from Bullies
(especially when comparing her to QP, who only has 5HP). Her Hyper gives her an edge in battle, as it gives her +1 to all stats
when she faces an opponent who has cards under her hyper effect. However, Melting Memories only affects players who has
cards, during the time of use, and you simply use\/discard all the flipped cards so her Hyper effect is deducted. Note, that her
Hyper affects all players and that everyone will see what cards you hold, so that easily ruins any plan you have with the cards in
your hand. I find it easy to rush Stars Norma with her, but there is that odd chance of getting enough Wins too. I also admire her
cosmetics, namely hair and Halloween costume. The gradient for Hair 7 is quite nice, and her Gundam costume looks adorable
on her!
Now we have Starbreaker. She is the epitome of destruction and death, and it does not come from her original figure from Sora.
In this game, her Wins Norma only feature and +2 ATT is the basic set-up for her to charge into any battle with any player or
enemy. Even with no DEF and \u20131 Evade, nobody would dare fight her unless forced to, or she is at low HP. Her hyper,
Star Blasting Fuse, is a sure way to have players fall to 1HP for an easy KO. When\/If players excluding Starbo, step on a bomb
panel, their HP is reduced to that amount, no matter how much they have. An entire map can become a minefield after using
2-3 Hypers. Talk about deadly!
The only downside to her, from what I can imagine, is playing on maps that cater towards Star Normas, and\/or have no
Battlefield field effect. Matches on Space Wanderer and Practice Field are the worst for Starbo since you\u2019d be chasing
players around these maps to get Wins.
In short, choosing Starbo if you feel like being an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to your friends, or if
you\u2019re just a bully in general is the way to go! Or if you want a balanced-out character that can handle a few battles here
and there, go for Sweetbreaker. Both these characters are one of the best picks in the game imo, and this has to be the best
character DLC for 100% Orange Juice itself.. Good concept, good music, nice art.
Was a lack of controller support originally, but dev added it in fairly quickly!. SO MUCH FUN! The movement is amazing,
gunplay is great, I can't wait to see this game grow even more. Buy it! You won't be dissapointed.
Here is my Youtube quick review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/stR9uNtu4Ig. Fhm5, this is a much improved version to the one i played in 2014, the original was very basic
underdeveloped and very buggy. Happy to say this is a much improved version now and quite complete, its still a bit sluggish
due to the engine i think but i am sure they will get round to fixing issues. the development of players, tactics, setting lines is
much better and the individual settings for players actually seem to do something as opposed to "one setting works" for me this
is now the primary version and the other hockey sime needs some bit improvements to catch up.
Update 1.0.1:
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Hello!
The 1.0.1 update includes some changes to our sprites, as we cleaned some ghastly minor artifacts surrounding a few characters
(even though it’s not Halloween) and had a few adjustments done to Liam’s uniform. Gregor also had his smile changed,
increasing his chances to become a heartbreaker.
The Brazilian Portuguese version had lots of small corrections and minor revisions. Special thanks to Heinrich K. for his
contribution.. Brazilian Portuguese Available Now!:
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Along with our release in English, Last Stanza will also be launching this friday, 9th of November with full Brazilian Portuguese
support!. Release Date Announcement!!!:

Greetings!
We are glad to inform Last Stanza has reached its final state of development, this means we are ready to announce our release
date! Look forward to Friday, November 9th 2018 when you will be able to purchase and play the full version of the game!
We expect to fill your need for more news between now and the release date with updates at our twitter, so if it would be of any
interest, please follow us at https://twitter.com/innocenceversus

Thanks, everybody! See you soon!. Last Stanza is Out on Steam!:
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The wait is over! Last Stanza is now fully available on Steam for $7.99!
We hope you have an enjoyable time with our story!
Follow us for the latest Stanza News at https://twitter.com/innocenceversus. Demo is Live!:
Hello everyone!
We took our time, but now both the demo and our Steam page are live!
We hope you enjoy the demo! Let's meet each other again at launch later this year!
If you'd like to take an insider look about how the game was made and about it's characters, feel free to follow us on twitter!
https://twitter.com/innocenceversus
https://laststanza.com/
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